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I gotta tell ya George - 
 that dog is one in a million!

1. Donate Your Time - One of the most  
effective ways of giving back is volunteering 
your time at places like your local non-profit, 
school, homeless shelter, animal shelter, etc. 
Your time is valuable and gifting it can make a 

world of difference in the lives of many. 
2. A Random Act of Kindness for A Neighbor - Lending a helping hand to a 
neighbor who is juggling handfuls of groceries to moving a piece of furniture 
is a generous act that leaves a lasting impression. 
  
3. Participate in Fundraisers and Charity Events - Finding a cause that you 
are passionate about can be great motivation for assisting or even creating 
a fundraising event or charitable activity in your community. 
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Worth - Your worth is not a product of your  
intelligence, your talent, your looks, or how  
much you have accomplished. 
 
Though much of who and what we are changes 
as we journey through life, our inherent worth  
remains constant. While the term self-worth is 
often used interchangeably with self-esteem, the 

two qualities are fundamentally different. Self-esteem is the measure of 
how you feel about yourself at a given moment in time.  
 
Your worth, however, is not a product of your intelligence, your talent, 
your looks, your good works, or how much you have accomplished. 
Rather it is an immeasurable and unchanging manifestation of your  
eternal and infinite oneness with the universe. It represents the corner-
stone of the dual foundations of optimism and self-belief. Your worth 
cannot be taken from you or damaged by life’s rigors, yet it can easily  
be forgotten or even actively ignored. By regularly acknowledging your 
self-worth, you can ensure that you never forget what an important,  
beloved, and special part of the universe you are. 
 
You are born worthy — it is intertwined with your very being. Your  
concept of your own self-worth is thus reinforced by your actions. Each 
time you endeavor to appreciate yourself, treat yourself kindly, define 
your personal boundaries, be proactive in seeing that your needs are 
met, and broaden your horizons, you express your recognition of your 
innate value. During those periods when you have lost sight of your 
worth, you will likely feel mired in depression and insecurity, and lack of 
confidence. You’ll pursue a counterfeit worth based on judgment rather 
than the beauty that resides within.  
 
When you feel worthy, however, you will accept yourself without hesita-
tion. It is your value as an individual, who is simultaneously intercon-
nected with all living beings, that allows you to be happy, confident, and 
motivated. Because your conception of your worth is not based on the 
fulfillment of expectations, you’ll see your mistakes and failures as just 
another part of life’s journey. 
 
Human beings are very much like drops of water in an endless ocean. 
Our worth comes from our role as distinct individuals, as well as our  
role as an integral part of something larger than ourselves. Simply  
awakening to this concept can help you rediscover the copious and 
awe-inspiring worth within each and every one of us.

THIS WEEK’S HOROSCOPES
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-HEALTHY COOKIES - NO SUGAR OR FLOUR 
 

Ingredients: 
3 mashed bananas (ripe) 
1/3 cup apple sauce 
2 cups oats 
1/4 cup almond milk 

 
 

 
Instructions : Preheat oven to 350 degrees. 
Prepare the Wet Ingredients: In a large mixing bowl, combine the mashed  
bananas and apple sauce. Stir them together until they are well mixed. 
Add Flavorings: To the banana and apple sauce mixture, add the vanilla  
extract and cinnamon. Mix these in thoroughly to distribute the flavors evenly. 
Incorporate the Oats: Add the oats to the bowl. Stir them into the mixture until 
they are fully incorporated. 
 
Mix in Milk and Add-Ins: Pour the almond milk into the mixture to help moisten 
the oats. Then, add your choice of raisins, nuts, and dark chocolate chunks. 
Stir the mixture well to ensure that the add-ins are evenly distributed through-
out. Prepare the Baking Sheet: Line a baking sheet with parchment paper or 
lightly grease it to prevent the cookies from sticking. 
 
Form the Cookies: Spoon out portions of the cookie mixture onto the pre-
pared baking sheet. You can use a spoon or a cookie scoop to make uniform 
cookies. Flatten the cookies slightly with the back of the spoon or your hand, 
as they will not spread much during baking. 
 
Bake the Cookies: Place the baking sheet in the preheated oven and bake 
the cookies for 15-20 minutes, or until they are firm and lightly golden. 
 
Cool the Cookies: Remove the cookies from the oven and allow them to cool 
on the baking sheet for a few minutes. Then, transfer them to a wire rack to 
cool completely. 
 

1/4 cup raisins or nuts 
1 cup dark chocolate chunks 
1 tsp vanilla 
1 tsp cinnamon 
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What is seen in the middle of March and April that can’t  

be seen at the beginning or end of either month?
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